






















Unit #5: Buildings 
























Little STEAMers Early Learning Program 
 
The internationally recognized Illinois Mathematics and Science Academy® (IMSA) develops 
creative, ethical leaders in science, technology, engineering and mathematics. As a teaching 
and learning laboratory created by the State of Illinois, IMSA enrolls academically talented 
Illinois students (grades 10- 12) in its advanced, residential college preparatory program, and it 
serves thousands of educators and students in Illinois and beyond through innovative 
instructional programs that foster imagination and inquiry. IMSA also advances education 
through research, groundbreaking ventures and strategic partnerships. (www.imsa.edu) 
 
Materials Learning Objectives 
 Paint (white or blue is preferred)  
 Construction Paper (white or blue is preferred) 
 Collection of Stamping Items* 
o Cardboard Square (bent and straight) 
o Toilet Paper Roll 
o Wooden Block 
 Paper Towels and Water (for cleaning) 
 Blueprint Sample (attached) 
 
*Note: Stamping items should contain a variety materials with 
edges and faces representing difference sizes and shapes. 
I can explain how blueprints are used to build buildings 
 
I can describe the attributes of different stamps 
 










Begin this activity sharing the Blueprint Sample with the student. Ask them to make observations and guide 
them to understand the purpose of a blueprint: 
 What do you notice about these blueprints? 
 What shapes are in a blueprint? 
 What do you think a blueprint is used for? 
 Who do you think uses a blueprint? 
Explain to the learner that blueprints are technical drawings used by 
engineers, construction workers, architects, and other professions that 
build and design objects. Blueprints allow people to see the layout, 
measurements, and arrangement of materials and objects that are part 
of a larger project. Buildings and houses are often built using a blueprint. 
Explain to students that they will create their own blueprint of a building using paint and stamping materials. 
Give students several minutes to explore the stamping materials to determine how they could be used to create 
lines and shapes on their construction (blueprint) paper. Then, allow students to begin stamping the materials 
to create a blueprint of a building. Modeling may be required. 
After completing the blueprint, encourage students to reflect on the activity: 
 Describe your blueprint.  
 What type of building will this be? Who will live/work inside this building? What will they do?  
 How will an engineer, designer, or construction worker use your blueprint? 
 What shapes did you include in your blueprint? 
 
Building a Blueprint 







Materials Learning Objectives 
 3 pieces of construction paper folded into a
cylinder, rectangular prism, and triangular
prism
 Tape
 Collection of books*
 Data Collection Sheet (attached)
*Note: Select a number of books that are relatively the same
size, shape, and weight. 
This activity could also be extended by looking at images of 
buildings, bridges, and structures and identifying the various 
shapes they are made of.
I can describe the attributes of three different buildings 
I can predict which building will hold the most books 






Begin this activity by folding three pieces of paper into a cylinder, rectangular prism, and triangular prism. 
Secure each “building” with tape and label them Building #1, Building #2, and Building #3. Then, ask the 
students to observe the buildings and their attributes: 
 What do you notice about these three buildings?
 What shapes make up these three buildings?
Provide the student with a Data Collection Sheet and ask them to draw and identify 
the 2-dimensional views of each building. Then, explain to students that they will 
determine which building is the “strongest”. Ask students to consider how they will 
determine this. Then, share the collection of books with the learners and explain 
that they will use these books as weights to place on the top of each structure. Encourage student thinking: 
 Which building do you predict will be the strongest? The weakest? Explain why you think this.
 Once we place the books on top of the buildings, how will we know which
one is the strongest? The weakest? (The strongest building will support the
most books while the weakest will collapse.)
After students complete the investigation, ask them to record their results on the 
Data Collection Sheet and reflect on the activity: 
 Which building was the strongest? How do you know?
 Which building was the weakest?
 What shapes make up the strongest building? The weakest building?






Data Collection Sheet 
Directions: Look at the top and side of each building. Draw the shapes you see. 
Building #1 Building #2 Building #3 
Top 
Side 
Directions: On the line below, record the number of books that was supported by each building. Then 
circle the strongest building. 
Materials Learning Objectives 
• Snippets: A Story About Paper Shapes by Diane Alber
o From your local library, or find a read-along 
on YouTube




 Paper (different colors, optional)




I can use paper shapes (standard and non-standard) 
to make a 2-dimensional building 
I can use an online tool to make a building out of 
shapes 
I can explain which shapes I used for the different 
parts of the building and why   
Skills
Fine Motor 
 Creative Play 
  Math Skills 
Exploration 
This activity starts by allowing students time to play with one or both 
virtual shape interactives listed in the materials above. The only 
directive to learners will be to ‘make a building’.  Allow them ample 
time to play around with and get familiar with the program(s) and how 
it works. After they have had time to make a building out of shapes, you 
may want to discuss: 
• Which shapes did you use?
• Why did you use the <shape name> there? Could you use a 
different shape? Why or why not?
• Were there any shapes that you didn’t use?
• Were there any shapes that you wanted to use but didn’t 
have?
After the virutal activity, students may try the activity again using paper shapes cut out from the attached template—an 
adult helper may need to assist in cutting out the shapes, but make sure ALL pieces of paper are included (even the not-so-
standard shapes).  Once students have their paper shapes, again, task them with making a building. You may use the same 
questions from the virutal activity to guide the process.  
Once the learner has completed the activity, tell them you are going to read (or listen to) a story about paper shapes just 
like the ones they are using.  Read or listen to Snippets: A Story About Paper Shapes by Diane Alber, and ask students the 
following: 
• Did you use any ‘snippets’ in your buildings? For which parts?
• How were the houses in the story different after the snippets joined them?
• If you were to make a new building using the paper shapes, would you use more/less/same/different pieces?
Encourage students to try making more buildings using the paper shapes, and see what fun uses for ‘snippets’ they find! 
The Shape of Buildings 
Shape Template 
Materials Learning Objectives 
 Boxitects by Kim Smith
o From your local library, or find a read-
along on YouTube
 Building Materials (Pick one from the list
below, or think of your own material)
o Boxes
o Pillows and Blankets
o Foil
o Spaghetti and glue (or mini-
marshmallows)
o Egg Cartons
o Cake and Frosting
o Paper or Plastic Cups (i.e. Dixie or Solo)
o Gum Wrappers
 Camera (Phone Camera or webcam is fine)
I can build a structure out of a building material 
I can explain the purpose of my structure and identify the 
different parts that it has (walls, roof, door, etc…) 
I can draw my structure and take a photograph of it to 
share with my classmates  
Skills
Problem Solving 
  Creative Play 
   Scientific Inquiry 
Exploration 
This activity starts by reading or listening to the story Boxitects by Kim Smith. Some questions to 
think about and discuss during and after the story: 
• What kinds of things does Meg build out of boxes?
• Have you ever built something out of a box? What was it?
• What did Meg and Simone make for the competition at first? What happened to it?
• What happened after they agreed to work together?
Now, it’s your turn! Have your learner choose a building material from the list above (which are 
similar to the options used in the story), OR pick their own unique material. Then, encourage 
them to design and build a structure out of that material.  The only restictions are that the 
structure must have a name and a purpose. For example, in the story, Meg and Simone ended up building a house boat, 
which was a house that could float on water. The structure can be modeled after something real, or can be completely 
new and/or made up. 
Before, during, and after the building process, you may guide learners 
with the following questions or prompts: 
• What do you want to build and why?
• What can your structure do? What is its purpose?
• How are you going to make it sturdy or strong?
• Why is <your material> a good material for this structure?
When the structure is built, you may help your learner fill out the student page, which allows them to say what their 
structure is, what is does, and draw a picture of their structure. Lastly, an adult helper will take a photograph of the 
structure to send to the student’s teacher.  The teacher will collect all the photographs and arrange them into a virtual 
gallery walk so that learners can observe and provide feedback to the other students about their structures.  
Can You Build It? 
Builder’s Tip: It is very unlikely that your learner will 
find success on their first attempt at building their 
structure. This is all part of the process!  Encourage 
them to take risks and learn from any mistakes that 
may happen. They may even need to adjust their plan 
partway through the build as they play and learn 
about the material they are using. 
My Structure 
My Structure is a ________________________________________. 
Its purpose is to _________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________. 
Here is a drawing of my structure: 
Materials Learning Objectives 
Part 1: 









o Anything you have a ‘lot’ of that could be
used to build a tower!
Part 2: 
 One of the building materials from Part 1
 Painter’s tape or Masking tape
I can build towers out of different materials and 
determine which is the tallest, middle, and shortest 
I can predict how many items it will take to build a 
tower to a specific height with that item  
I can build towers to specific heights and count how 




  Math Skills 
Exploration 
Part 1 
To begin this activity, learners will choose three items that are available to them to try to build a 
tower with. Once they have gathered their materials, you may ask: 
• Which material do you think will build the tallest/shortest tower? Why?
After making predictions, allow learners time to experiment and play with their building 
materials and tower plans. 
• Which tower is the tallest/shortest? Is that what you predicted?
• Why was _________ a good material for a tall tower?
• Why do you think ____________ made such a short tower?
Part 2 
For the second part of this activity, learners will choose one of the building materials they used in Part 1. An adult helper 
will use painter’s tape or masking tape to mark 2-3 different heights on a wall. The adult helper will show the learner the 
tape marks and ask:  
• How many ___________ do you think you will need to build a tower to 
reach Tape #1?
• Do you think you will need more or less ________ to reach Tape #2/#3?
Why do you think that?
Learners will then complete the task of building towers that reach the tape using 
their chosen material. When they have reached the tape, they will count and see 
how many of each material they used. You may even wish to make a data table that 
can be used to keep track of predictions and data as your learner builds each tower. 
Make sure to re-visit their predictions and talk about if they actually used more or 
less, and you can even ask them to make another prediction based on a new piece 
of tape on the wall. 
The Tallest Tower 
Materials Learning Objectives 
 City Shapes by Diana Murray from your local
library or view an animated read aloud on
YouTube.




 Art Supplies (crayons, markers, etc.)
*Note: Three Building Templates are attached. These templates
may be printed or copied on to a piece of paper. Students may
choose to create one or multiple buildings.
This activity will require assistance from a grown up. 
I can identify and describe buildings within my 
community 
I can build a building and describe what it is for and 
who lives or works inside it 







Begin this activity by reading (or viewing) City Shapes by Diana Murray. As students explore the text, encourage 
them to notice the shapes that are discussed, and identify where they are found within the city and if they serve 
any purpose. Then, ask students to reflect on their community: 
 What type of buildings are in your community?
 Who works or lives in these buildings? What do they do? What tools do they
use?
 What shapes make up these buildings? Describe them to me.
 Do all buildings look the same? Why or why not?
Provide students with a Building Template and explain that they will have the 
opportunity to create their own building. Assist the students in cutting out their 
template, folding the tabs, and taping the building together. Students may choose to 
make more than one building. 
As students construct their building, encourage them to describe where this building 
can be found within the community, if it serves a purpose (Fire Station, Post Office, 
Grocery Store, etc.), and if people live or work in the structure. Once students have 
completed construction, ask them to consider the following questions: 
 Which building did you pick for your community and why?
 What shapes make up your building?






Building Template #1 
Tabs 
Cut out the figure and fold 
the tabs to construct the 
building. 
Building Template #2 
Tabs 
Cut out the figure and fold 
the tabs to construct the 
building. 
Building Template #3 
Tabs 
Cut out the figure and fold 
the tabs to construct the 
building. 
Standards Index 
Illinois Early Learning and Development Standards 
Language Arts 
IELDS 1.A: Demonstrate understanding through age-appropriate responses 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Strongest Shape, The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It? The Tallest Tower, My
Community
IELDS 1.B: Communicate effectively using language appropriate to the situation and audience 
 Remote Buildings Unit: My Community
IELDS 1.C: Use language to convey information and ideas 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?
IELDS 1.D: Speak using conventions of Standard English 
IELDS 1.E: Use increasingly complex phrases, sentences, and vocabulary 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint
IELDS 2.A: Demonstrate interest in stories and books 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?
IELDS 2.B: Recognize key ideas and details in stories 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?
IELDS 2.C: Recognize concepts of books 
IELDS 2.D: Establish personal connections with books 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?
IELDS 3.A: Recognize key ideas and details in nonfiction text 
IELDS 3.B: Recognize features of nonfiction books 
IELDS 4.A: Demonstrate increasing awareness of and competence in emergent reading skills and abilities 
IELDS 4.B: Demonstrate an emerging knowledge and understanding of the alphabet 
IELDS 4.C: Demonstrate an emerging understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes). 
IELDS 4.D: Demonstrate emergent phonics and word-analysis skills 
IELDS 5.A: Demonstrate growing interest and abilities in writing 
IELDS 5.B: Use writing to represent ideas and information 
IELDS 5.C: Use writing to research and share knowledge 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Can You Build It?, My Community
Mathematics 
IELDS 6.A: Demonstrate and apply a knowledge and sense of numbers, including numeration and operations 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Strongest Shape, The Tallest Tower
IELDS 6.B: Add and subtract to create new numbers and begin to construct sets 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Tallest Tower
IELDS 6.C: Begin to make reasonable estimates of numbers 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Tallest Tower
IELDS 6.D: Compare quantities using appropriate vocabulary terms 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Strongest Shape, The Shape of Buildings, The Tallest Tower
IELDS 7.A: Measure objects and quantities using direct comparison methods and nonstandard units 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?, The Tallest Tower
IELDS 7.B: Practice estimating in everyday play and everyday measurement problems 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Tallest Tower
IELDS 7.C: Explore tools used for measurement 
IELDS 8.A: Explore objects and patterns 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Strongest Shape, The Shape of Buildings
IELDS 8.B: Describe and document patterns using symbols 
IELDS 9.A: Recognize, name, and match common shapes 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Strongest Shape, The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?, My Community
IELDS 9.B: Demonstrate an understanding of location and ordinal position, using appropriate vocabulary 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Shape of Buildings, The Tallest Tower
IELDS 10.A: Generate questions and processes for answering them 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Shape of Buildings, The Tallest Tower
IELDS 10.B: Organize and describe data and information 
IELDS 10.C: Determine, describe, and apply the probabilities of events 
Science 
IELDS 11.A: Develop beginning skills in the use of science and engineering practices, such as observing, asking questions, solving problems, and 
drawing conclusions 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Strongest Shape, The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?, The Tallest Tower, My
Community
IELDS 12.A: Understand that living things grow and change 
IELDS 12.B: Understand that living things rely on the environment and/or others to live and grow 
IELDS 12.C: Explore the physical properties of objects 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Strongest Shape, The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?
IELDS 12.D: Explore concepts of force and motion 
IELDS 12.E: Explore concepts and information related to the Earth, including ways to take care of our planet 
IELDS 12.F: Explore changes related to weather and seasons 
IELDS 13.A: Understand rules to follow when investigating and exploring 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?
IELDS 13.B: Use tools and technology to assist with science and engineering investigations 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Strongest Shape, The Shape of Buildings
Social Studies 
IELDS 14.A: Understand what it means to be a member of a group and community 
IELDS 14.B: Understand the structures and functions of the political systems of Illinois, the United States, and other nations 
IELDS 14.C: Understand ways groups make choices and decisions 
IELDS 14.D: Understand the role that individuals can play in a group or community 
IELDS 14.E: Understand United States foreign policy as it relates to other nations and international issues 
IELDS 14.F: Understand the development of United States' political ideas and traditions 
IELDS 15.A: Explore roles in the economic systems and human interdependence 
IELDS 15.B: Explore issues of limited resources in the early childhood environment and world 
IELDS 15.C: Understand that scarcity necessitates choices by producers 
IELDS 15.D: Explore concepts about trade as an exchange of goods or services 
IELDS 15.E: Understand the impact of government policies and decisions on production and consumption in the economy 
IELDS 16.A: Develop an awareness of the self and his or her uniqueness and individuality 
IELDS 16.B: Understand the development of significant political events 
IELDS 16.C: Understand the development of economic systems 
IELDS 16.D: Understand Illinois, United States, and world social history 
IELDS 16.E: Understand Illinois, United States, and world environmental theory 
IELDS 17.A: Explore environments and where people live 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Shape of Buildings, My Community
IELDS 17.B: Analyze and explain characteristics and interactions of the Earth's physical systems 
IELDS 17.C: Understand relationships between geographic factors and society 
IELDS 17.D: Understand the historical significance of geography 
IELDS 18.A: Explore people, their similarities, and their differences 
IELDS 18.B: Develop an awareness of self within the context of family 
IELDS 18.C: Understand how social systems form and develop over time 
Physical Development and Health 
IELDS 19.A: Demonstrate physical competency and control of large and small muscles 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Strongest Shape, The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?, The Tallest Tower, My
Community
IELDS 19.B: Demonstrate awareness and coordination of body movements 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?
IELDS 19.C: Demonstrate knowledge of rules and safety during activity 
IELDS 20.A: Achieve and maintain a health-enhancing level of physical fitness 
IELDS 20.B: Assess individual fitness levels 
IELDS 20.C: Set goals based on fitness data and develop, implement, and monitor an individual fitness improvement plan 
IELDS 21.A: Demonstrate individual responsibility during group physical activities 
IELDS 21.B: Demonstrate cooperative skills during structured group physical activity 
IELDS 22.A: Explain the basic principles of health promotion, illness prevention, treatment, and safety 
IELDS 22.B: Describe and explain the factors that influence health among individuals, groups, and communities 
IELDS 22.C: Explain how the environment can affect health 
IELDS 23.A: Describe and explain the structure and functions of the human body systems and how they interrelate 
IELDS 23.B: Identify ways to keeps the body healthy 
IELDS 23.C: Describe factors that affect growth and development 
IELDS 24.A: Demonstrate procedures for communicating in positive ways, resolving differences, and preventing conflict 
IELDS 24.B: Apply decision-making skills related to the protection and promotion of individual health 
IELDS 24.C: Demonstrate skills essential to enhancing health and avoiding dangerous situations 
The Arts 
IELDS 25.A: Investigate, begin to appreciate, and participate in the arts 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?, My Community
IELDS 25.B: Display an awareness of some distinct characteristics of the arts 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, My Community
IELDS 26.A: Understand processes, traditional tools, and modern technologies used in the arts 
IELDS 26.B: Understand ways to express meaning through the arts 
IELDS 27.A: Analyze how the arts function in history, society, and everyday life 
IELDS 27.B: Understand how the arts shape and reflect history, society, and everyday life 
English Language Learner Home Language Development 
IELDS 28.A: Use the home language at age-appropriate levels for a variety of social and academic purposes 
IELDS 29.A: Use the home language to attain benchmarks across all the learning areas and to build upon and develop transferable language and 
literacy skills 
Social/Emotional Development 
IELDS 30.A: Identify and manage one's emotions and behavior 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Shape of Buildings
IELDS 30.B: Recognize own uniqueness and personal qualities 
IELDS 30.C: Demonstrate skills related to successful personal and school outcomes 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Strongest Shape, Can You Build It?, The Tallest Tower, My Community
IELDS 31.A: Develop positive relationships with peers and adults 
IELDS 31.B: Use communication and social skills to interact effectively with others 
IELDS 31.C: Demonstrate an ability to prevent, manage, and resolve interpersonal conflicts in constructive ways 
IELDS 32.A: Begin to consider ethical, safety, and societal factors in making decisions 
IELDS 32.B: Apply decision-making skills to deal responsible with daily academic and social situations 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Shape of Buildings
IELDS 32.C: Contribute to the well-being of one's school and community 
Approaches to Learning 
MO ELG.I.1: Shows curiosity 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Strongest Shape, The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?< The Tallest Tower, My
Community
MO ELG.I.2: Takes Initiative 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?, The Tallest Tower, My Community
MO ELG.I.3: Exhibits creativity and inventiveness 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?, The Tallest Tower, My Community
MO ELG.I.4: Shows confidence 
 Remote Buildings Unit: My Community
MO ELG.I.5: Displays persistence 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Strongest Shape, Can You Build It?, The Tallest Tower, My Community
MO ELG.I.6: Uses problem-solving skills 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Strongest Shape, The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?, The Tallest Tower
Social and Emotional Development 
MO ELG.II.A.1: Exhibits self-awareness and self-confidence 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Tallest Tower
MO ELG.II.A.2: Manages feelings and behavior 
MO ELG.II.B.1: Builds relationships 
Missouri Early Learning Goals 
Physical Development, Health and Safety 
MO ELG.III.A.1: Uses gross motor skills with purpose and collaboration 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Can You Build It?, The Tallest Tower 
MO ELG.III.A.2: Uses fine motor skills with purpose and control 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Strongest Shape, The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?, The Tallest Tower, My 
Community 
MO ELG.III.A.3: Responds to sensory input to function in the environment 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Shape of Buildings 
MO ELG.III.B.1: Practices healthy behaviors 
MO ELG.III.C.1: Practices safe behaviors 
 
Language and Literacy 
MO ELG.IV.A.1: Represents feelings and ideas in a variety of ways 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, My Community 
MO ELG.IV.B.1: Listens for different purposes 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Strongest Shape, The Shape of Buildings, My Community 
MO ELG.IV.C.1: Uses language to communicate 
MO ELG.IV.C.2: Develops and expands vocabulary 
 Remote Buildings Unit: My Community 
MO ELG.IV.D.1: Applies early reading skills 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?, My Community 
MO ELG.IV.D.2: Uses concepts of print 
MO ELG.IV.D.3: Attends to sounds in language (phonological awareness) 
MO ELG.IV.E.1: Uses writing as a means of expression/communication 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Strongest Shape 
Mathematics 
MO ELG.V.A.1: Uses number to show quantity 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Strongest Shape, The Tallest Tower 
MO ELG.V.A.2: Uses language to represent number of objects 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Lever- The Strongest Shape, The Tallest Tower 
MO ELG.V.A.3: Solves problems using number 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Tallest Tower 
MO ELG.V.A.4: Uses numerical representation 
MO ELG.V.B.1: Uses language to represent number of objects 
MO ELG.V.B.2: Uses numerical representations 
MO ELG.V.C.1: Uses language to represent number of objects 
MO ELG.V.D.1: Makes comparisons 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Tallest Tower 
MO ELG.V.D.2: Uses measurement 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Strongest Shape 
MO ELG.V.D.3: Collects, organizes, and displays information (charting and graphing) 
MO ELG.V.E.1: Investigates positions and locations 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?, The Tallest Tower 
MO ELG.V.E.2: Explores shapes in the environment 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Strongest Shape, The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?, My Community 
 
Science 
MO ELG.VI.A.1: Explores physical properties of objects and materials 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Strongest Shape, The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It? 
MO ELG.VI.A.2: Investigates properties of objects and materials 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Shape of Buildings, Can You Build It?, The Tallest Tower 
MO ELG.VI.A.3: Solves problems involving physical properties of objects and materials 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Strongest Shape 
MO ELG.VI.A.4: Represents observations of the physical world in a variety of ways 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Shape of Buildings 
MO ELG.VI.B.1: Explores characteristics of living things 
MO ELG.VI.B.2: Investigates characteristics of living things 
MO ELG.VI.B.3: Solves problems related to living things 
MO ELG.VI.B.4: Represents observations about living things in a variety of ways 
MO ELG.VI.C.1: Explores properties of earth and sky 
MO ELG.VI.C.2: Investigates properties of earth and sky 
MO ELG.VI.C.3: Solves problems involving earth and sky 
MO ELG.VI.C.4: Represents observations about earth and sky in a variety of ways 
 
Understanding the World 
MO ELG.VII.A.1: Explores family 
MO ELG.VII.B.1: Shows interest in people and the community 
MO ELG.VII.B.2: Explores people and the community 
 Remote Buildings Unit: The Shape of Buildings, My Community 
MO ELG.VII.C.1: Investigates mechanical devices 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Can You Build It? 
MO ELG.VII.C.3: Investigates electronic devices 
 
Expressive Arts 
MO ELG.VIII.A.1: Shows interest in music and movement 
MO ELG.VIII.A.2: Explores music and movement 
MO ELG.VIII.B.1: Shows interest in visual arts 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Shape of Buildings 
MO ELG.VIII.B.2: Explores visual arts 
 Remote Buildings Unit: Building a Blueprint, The Shape of Buildings, My Community 
MO ELG.VIII.C.1: Shows interest in dramatic arts 
MO ELG.VIII.C.2: Explores dramatic arts 
 
 
 
 
 
